1. Introduction. This paper presents a method of inverting a positive-definite symmetric matrix which has been coded by the author for the IBM 704 digital computer at Los Alamos. The code is now running so that timing and accuracy descriptions are included.
For brevity we shall call a real »by» symmetric matrix a positive-definite if the quadratic form xTax is positive-definite, x real. We shall invert a by constructing an upper triangular matrix H subject to the conditions \H\ = 1 and HTaH = dr1, where d'1 is diagonal. It then follows that a'1 = HdHT, \a\ = \d~l\,-and xTax = £rd-1?, where x = H£. This gives the Criterion: The necessary and sufficient conditions that xTax be positivedefinite are that all n terms of the diagonal matrix d~\ which the code forms for printing, be positive.
It should be remarked that, while the positive-definite condition ensures no attempted machine division by zero, there exists a large class of indefinite matrices which can be inverted by our method.
2. The choice of H. The method of constructing H so as to diagonalize o according to HTaH = d"-1 will be described for the case re = 4, the generalization to any n being immediate. We employ Gauss elimination to define ). An inspection of the inner product composition of the columns of H shows how this matrix generalizes for arbitrary re. H is generated from the triangular array of the A's by first forming the elements of the last column, proceeding from the bottom up, then passing to the adjacent column, etc.
It may be helpful to point out the relation which the method of this section bears to a familiar procedure for reducing a positive-definite quadratic form xr»x to a sum of squares.
Namely, one employs the algorithm of Gauss-Banachiewicz (see Bodewig [ Proceeding in this way, the triangular array (3.1) for H is generated in the first ire (re + 1) locations of the G-block, the former non-unity diagonal terms which define a*-1 having been stored for printing and further use in the first n locations of the last line of (4.1).
Inspection of the matrix (3.2) defining a-1 reveals that again only one pair of rows at a time is involved in forming a-1. Once more the D-block serves to store this pair for easy addressing and clearance in storing a~l in the first Jre(re + 1) locations of the G-block, data no longer needed being destroyed.
The result is the output array, illustrated for re = 3, available for printing or further computing : A less stringent test matrix is r", 7,7 = y a = -¿(« + 1 -j)/ in + l),i < j, whose inverse ( For a machine with 2Q words of core storage, the inequality which limits the size of n is §w(w + 9) + 1 < 2^ -295, where 295 is the storage required by the Los Alamos print program. This gives the table :
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Max. n Approx. running time
